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Italy’s Federica Brignone to open the 3  rd   Ski World Cup race on the
ERTA slope at Kronplatz. Ragnhild Mowinckel (NOR) and Wendy
Holdener (SUI) follow up with bib 2 and 3. Challenging course setting
by Dennis Steharnik (SLO). The Italian athletes will be on course as
follows: Marta Bassino (bib 8), Francesca Marsaglia (27  ),   Laura
Pirovano (41), Karoline Pichler (42), Luisa Bertani (48), Elisa Platino
(51), Roberta Melesi (53) and Lara Della Mea (60).

Big attention is set on one of the last GS before the Ski World Championships
of Are on mid-February. In total, 63 athletes from 20 nations will compete.
First run at 10.00 a.m., the second run will take place from 13.00 p.m.

The World Cup adventure of Kronplatz has begun today in the afternoon, as OC-chief
Willi Kastlunger has been welcoming all Team Captains and FIS Officials at the
traditional Team Captains Meeting. Congratulations for the excellent situation on site
also from Chief Referee Atle Skaardal, who welcomed the national teams as well and
wished all a successful race at Kronplatz for the 2019 edition of the GS.

Thrilling course on a selective slope
It has been the turn of the Slovenian Dennis Steharnik to set the course of the first
run on the ERTA slope. 44 gates on one of the most challenging tracks in the ladies'
World Cup will provide spectacular skiing on the slope with 375 m vertical drop and a
maximum inclination of 61% on the “Para dal Pech” wall. The second run will be set
by the German trainer Rudi Soulard.

Spectacular bibs drawing event
The best 15 athletes of the FIS ranking have been starring the bibs drawing event at
Brunico's Town Hall Square. The show was representing the passing on from the
SkiWorldcup Kronplatz to the Biathlon World Cup Anterselva, both big events in the
same holiday region. The athletes were asked to shoot with a laser-gun on a target,
choosing their bib this way. Some thousands of people attended the show and
welcomed the ski champs with enthusiasm. Find in the attachment the starting list of
the first run.



Kristian Ghedina on site
Also, the best downhill skier in Italy's history, Kristian Ghedina, has arrived at San
Vigilio di Marebbe to attend the ladies' GS tomorrow. Together with the OC Officials he
has had a visit of the Italian national team and wished the athletes all the best for the
race. Of course, he will be one of the guests of honor on the big tribune at the bottom
of the ERTA slope.

Logistics: important role of the lifts
The lifts of the ski resort Kronplatz will again play an important role in managing the
logistics. At this moment in the season, up to 15,000 skiers are around on the slopes
of Kronplatz every day and the organizers hope on their visit for the race. The
entrance is free for the audience, except the VIP area, which is reserved for sponsors
and special guests.

Weather forecast for the big event 
The weather service of the Province Südtirol has forecast sunny weather for the race
day, with blue sky and low winter temperatures of -8°/+1° in the area of San Vigilio
di Marebbe. The whole first run is in the sun, in the second run, the finish area and
the lower part or the track are in shadow.  

The race program
On Tuesday, 15th January 2019, the first run is scheduled at 10.00 a.m., the second
one at 13.00 p.m. During the break, the audience will be entertained by music and
information. At the end of the race, the flower ceremony will take place – then the
press conference in the Media Centre. The close-up of the day takes place on the
party mile in the center of the village of San Vigilio, until the Worldcup day says good
bye.
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